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Abstract
The study of the semileptonic B decays at BABAR is presented. The results
shown include measurements of the moments of hadronic-mass and electron-
energy of the decay B → Xc ν; a determination of the |Vcb| CKM matrix
element and other heavy quark parameters from a simultaneous ﬁt to the mo-
ments using kinetic scheme of Operator Product Expansion; a measurement
of the inclusive branching fraction of B → Xu ν and determination of |Vub|.
The most resent BABAR search for the lepton ﬂavor violating decays τ → 
is presented as well.
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1 Introduction
This talk summarizes recent results of the study of the semileptonic B meson
decays from the BABAR experiment as well as a search of lepton ﬂavor violating
τ decays to 3 charged leptons. The measurements presented here are based on
data collected with the BABAR detector at the PEP-II asymmetric energy
e+e− collider near the Υ(4S) resonance. The BABAR detector is described in
detail elsewhere 1). Charged-particle (track) momenta are measured with a
5-layer double-sided silicon vertex tracker and a 40-layer drift chamber inside
a 1.5-T superconducting solenoidal magnet. An electromagnetic calorimeter
consisting of 6580 CsI(Tl) crystals is used to identify electrons and photons,
a ring-imaging Cherenkov detector and energy loss in the drift chambers are
used to identify charged hadrons, and the instrumented magnetic ﬂux return
is used to identify muons.
The talk is structured in the following way. Section 2 presents the study
of the inclusive Cabibbo-favored decays B → Xc ν : the measurement of the
moments of electron energy distribution; the measurement of the moments of
the hadronic mass distribution and the of determination of |Vcb| CKM ma-
trix element and heavy quark parameters in the combined ﬁt of the moments
with no external parameters within Operator Product Expansion framework.
Section 3 concentrates on the measurement of the branching fraction of the in-
clusive Cabibbo-suppressed decays B → Xu ν and determination of the |Vub|
CKM matrix element. Section 4 describes a search of lepton ﬂavor violating τ
decays τ → , where  = e, µ.
2 Cabibbo-favored decays B → Xc ν
The precise measurement of the CKM matrix element |Vcb| is a necessary
component to constrain and check the validity of the Standard model (SM).
While there are many methods to extract |Vcb| from the inclusive and exclusive
Cabibbo-favored decays of B mesons 2), the combined ﬁt of the distribution of
the lepton energy (E) and the invariant mass of the hadron system (MX) from
inclusive B → Xc ν decays allows the most precise determination of the |Vcb|
with no external constrains involved. The B → Xc ν rate can be expressed as
Γcν =
G2Fm
5
b
192π3
|Vcb|2(1 + Aew)ApertAnonpert ∼= |Vcb|2fOPE(ai), (1)
where Aew , Apert and Anonpert are electro-weak, perturbative and non-per-
turbative contributions. The function fOPE(ai) is calculated using Operator
Product Expansion 3) and has six parameters ai within order α2s and 1/m
3
b
4).
Heavy quark parameters ai can be extracted from the E and MX moments
(M n,M
X
n ) using the same framework
5):
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E>Ecut
∼= f ′OPE(ai), (2)
where the lower cut on lepton energy Ecut is introduced to avoid infra-red
divergence in the calculations. The calculations of fOPE(ai) and f ′OPE(ai)
can be done using diﬀerent mass schemes, although the resulting |Vcb| and the
decay rate are independent of the scheme used.
The measurement of the electron-energy moments was done using a sam-
ple of 47.4 fb−1, while the analysis of the hadronic invariant mass moments is
based on 82 fb−1 sample collected at Υ(4S) resonance.
2.1 Measurement of the electron-energy moments
The measurement of the electron energy spectrum is performed using a di-
electron sample where one (signal) electron has momentum p∗ > 0.5 GeV/c
in the Υ(4S) rest frame and another (tag) electron has momentum of 1.4 <
p∗ < 2.3 GeV/c. The unlike-sign and like-sign lepton pairs are considered
separately. In the absence of B0B¯0 mixing, the former consist of two pri-
mary electrons from the semileptonic B decays while the latter are due to the
presence of primary and secondary electrons from semileptonic D meson de-
cays. Backgrounds are suppressed by cuts on the track multiplicity, the angle
between two electrons and on their invariant mass as described in 6). Fig.1
shows the electron momentum spectra superimposed with estimates for the
background contribution from the continuum background, photon conversions,
Dalitz decays, the events with hadrons misidentiﬁed as electron as estimated
from Monte Carlo (MC) and data control samples. The electron spectra are
corrected for electron identiﬁcation eﬃciency and radiative losses. The irre-
ducible backgrounds from decays of τ leptons, charmed mesons and ψ → e+e−
with only one lepton identiﬁed are estimated using a MC simulation.
To account for B0B¯0 mixing, the number of primary (NB→Xeν) and sec-
ondary (NB→Xc→Xeν) electrons are extracted from the unlike-sign (N+−) and
like-sign (N±±) pairs as
N+− = (1− χ) ·NB→Xeν + χ ·NB→Xc→Xeν + N+−bgr
N±± = χ ·NB→Xeν + (1− χ) ·NB→Xc→Xeν + N±±bgr ,
(3)
where χ is the B0B¯0 mixing parameter multiplied by the fraction of the neutral
B pairs 2) and Nbgr is an estimated background level. The obtained spectrum
of primary electrons is shown on Fig. 2.
The distribution of leptons from B → Xc ν is obtained by subtracting
from B → Xν the contribution of the charmless semileptonic B → Xu ν
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Figure 1: Measured momentum spectrum (points) and estimated backgrounds
(histograms) for electron candidates in (a) the unlike-sign sample and (b) the
like-sign sample.
decays. The latter is estimated using the MC assuming B (B → Xu ν) =
(2.2± 0.5)× 10−3 7).
The electron-energy moments are determined as
M¯En =
∑
k
pnkN
k
B→Xc ν/
∑
k
NkB→Xc ν , (4)
where k runs over all bins above the energy Ecut and pk are the bin centers
for n = 1 and the bin centers shifted by M¯E1 for n = 2, 3. These moments
are then transformed into M n moments by correcting for the movement of the
B mesons in the center-of-mass frame (CM). The M n moments as a function
of Ecut are shown in the lower row of Fig. 3. Note that the measurements
are highly correlated. The numerical results and full correlation matrix can be
found in ref. 6). This is a ﬁrst measurement of M n moments as a function of
the cut on the lepton energy. The results are consistent with measurements of
the moments done by CLEO 8) and by DELPHI 9).
Using the background corrected number of tag electrons and the eﬃciency
to select a sample with one electron, we obtain the partial branching fraction
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Figure 2: Electron momentum spectrum from B → Xeν(γ) decays in the Υ(4S)
frame after correction for eﬃciencies and bremsstrahlung, with combined sta-
tistical and systematical errors.
B (B → Xeν(γ))|Ecut>0.6 GeV = (10.36 ± 0.06stat ± 0.23sys)%. This result is
consistent with our previous measurement 10) with an overall error improved
by 25%.
2.2 Measurement of the hadronic-mass moments
The analysis of the hadronic-mass moments uses Υ(4S) → BB¯ events with
one fully reconstructed hadronic B decay (Brec) 7) and a second recoiling
B meson with one and only one lepton (electron or muon) in the ﬁnal state.
While this approach results in a low overall event selection eﬃciency, it al-
lows the determination of the momentum, charge and ﬂavor of the B mesons.
The hadronic system X in the decay B → Xν is reconstructed from charged
tracks and energy depositions in the calorimeter that are not associated with
the Brec candidate or the charged lepton. Charged candidates are assigned
either K± or π± mass based on particle identiﬁcation information. The miss-
ing momentum pν in the event is required to be greater than 0.5 GeV/c. The
mass of the hadronic system MX is determined by a kinematic ﬁt that im-
poses four-momentum conservation, equality of the masses of two B mesons
and constrains p2ν = 0. The resulting mass resolution is 350 MeV/c
2.
The background contribution is estimated from the ﬁt of the observed
beam-energy-substituted mass mES in several bins of MX . The mES is de-
ﬁned as
√
s/4− 	p2B where
√
s is the total energy in CM and 	pB is the Brec CM
momentum. Figure 4a shows the MX distribution after combinatorial back-
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Figure 3: The measured hadronic-mass (a − d) and electron-energy (e − h)
moments as a function of the cut-oﬀ energy, Ecut, compared with the result
of the simultaneous ﬁt (line), with the theoretical uncertainties 3) indicated as
shaded bands. The solid data points mark the measurements included in the ﬁt.
The vertical bars indicate the experimental errors. Moment measurements for
diﬀerent Ecut are highly correlated.
ground subtraction. Due to incomplete detector acceptance the observed mass
distribution is distorted with respect to the true mass distribution. Fig. 4b
shows the linear relation between the reconstructed MXn moments and the
true MX,truen values estimated from MC, which is also validated on data using
sample of partially reconstructed D∗+ → D0π+ decays. The observed linear
dependence is used to obtain unbiased MXn moments. In this way, the results
do not depend on assumptions for the branching fractions and mass distribu-
tions for high mass hadronic states. The hadronic-mass moments obtained after
background subtraction, correction for B → Xu ν decays and reconstruction
bias are presented in the upper row of the Fig. 3. The points are highly corre-
lated. The numerical results can be found in ref. 11) as well as all uncertainties
and correlation coeﬃcients.
2.3 Determination of the Branching fraction of B → Xc ν and of |Vcb| CKM
matrix element
To extract the |Vcb| CKM element from the ﬁt to the electron-energy and
hadronic-mass moments one can use the OPE kinetic scheme calculations of
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Figure 4: (a) MX distributions after subtraction of the combinatorial back-
ground in the Brec sample, for p∗min = 0.9 GeV. The Monte Carlo prediction
for decays to D and D∗ is indicated by the open histogram, the small residual
background by the solid histogram. (b) Results of the < MX > calibration pro-
cedure. The calibration data and ﬁt results are shown by the lower dashed like
(circles), the veriﬁcation by the upper solid line (triangles).
the eq. 1 and 2 5), where
|Vcb| =
√BB→Xc ν
τB
· [C0 +
∑
Ci · (ai − a0i )], (5)
where the parameters ai are the masses of b and c quarks mb, mc (at lead-
ing order); the expectation values of the kinetic µ2π and chromomagnetic µ
2
G
dimension-ﬁve operators (at O(1/m2b)) and the expectations values of the Dar-
win ρ3D and spin-orbit ρ
3
LS dimension-six operators (at O(1/m3b)). Ci are nu-
merical coeﬃcients; a0i are a priori estimates of these parameters and τB =
(1.608± 0.012) ps is average lifetime of B mesons produced at the Υ(4S). The
calculations for MXn and M

n moments in form similar to eq. 5 is available in
ref. 5) up to order αs and α2s, respectively. These linear equations are used to
determine heavy quark parameters ai, total branching fraction B → Xc ν and
|Vcb| from the simultaneous χ2 ﬁt to the measured moments and the partial
branching fraction, all as a function of the cut-oﬀ lepton energy Ecut. Since
many of the individual moments are highly correlated only the set of them for
which the correlation coeﬃcients do not exceed 95% is selected. The ﬁt takes
into account the statistical and systematic uncertainties, correlations between
measurements and uncertainties of the calculations for the individual moments.
The resulting ﬁt describes the data very well as shown in Fig. 3. From the ﬁt
we obtain 12):
|Vcb| = (41.4± 0.4exp ± 0.4OPE ± 0.6th) 10−3,
B B→Xc ν = (10.61± 0.16exp ± 0.06OPE)%,
mb(1GeV) = (4.61± 0.05exp ± 0.04OPE ± 0.02th)GeV,
(mb −mc)(1GeV) = (3.436± 0.025exp ± 0.018OPE ± 0.010αs)GeV.
The errors given stand for uncertainties associated with the measurement (exp),
with the linearized expression (OPE ) and with theoretical calculation (th)
which includes various perturbative and higher order non-perturbative cor-
rections. The full table including correlation matrix can be found in 12).
The ﬁt results are fully compatible with independent estimates of µ2G =
(0.35± 0.07) GeV2, based on B∗ −B mass splitting 5) and of ρ3LS = (−0.15±
0.10) GeV2 from the heavy-quark sum rule 13). The Fig. 5 shows ∆χ2 = 1
ellipses for |Vcb| versus mb for a ﬁt to all moments and separate ﬁts to electron-
energy moments and hadronic-mass moments, but including the partial branch-
ing fractions in both. The lepton-energy and hadronic-mass moments have
slightly diﬀerent sensitivity to the ﬁt parameters, but the results for separate
ﬁts, |Vcb| = (41.4±0.7)×10−3 and |Vcb| = (41.6±0.8)×10−3 are fully compati-
ble with each other and with the global ﬁt to all moments. Since the expansion
for the two sets of moments is sensitive to diﬀerent theoretical uncertainties
and assumptions, in particular the diﬀerence in the treatment of the perturba-
tive corrections, the observed consistency of separate ﬁts indicates that such
diﬀerences are small compared with experimental and assumed theoretical un-
certainties.
The results on |Vcb| is in agreement with previous measurements using
OPE either for a diﬀerent mass scheme and with ﬁxed terms of O(1/m3b) 8) or
for the kinetic-mass scheme, but with external constrains on almost all OPE
parameters 9) as well as with an analysis combining both of these measure-
ments 14).
3 Cabibbo-suppressed decays B → Xu ν
To check the consistency of the Standard Model the measurement of parameter
|Vub| is equally important as the measurement of |Vcb|. However, the branching
fraction of B → Xu ν is 50 times smaller than B → Xc ν which makes it
diﬃcult to get a sample free of the Cabibbo-favored contribution.
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Figure 5: Fit results (crosses) with contours corresponding to ∆χ2 = 1 for mb
versus |Vcb|, separately for ﬁts using hadronic-mass, the electron-energy, and
all moments.
3.1 Measurement of the Branching fraction B → Xu ν
The BABAR analysis of the B → Xu ν decays presented here is done with the
same sample of fully reconstructed hadronic-tag B decays as the measurement
of the B → Xc ν hadronic-mass moments. The method for the calculation
of the hadronic mass is also similar to B → Xc ν hadronic-mass moments
analysis. To select B → Xu ν candidates exactly one charged lepton with
momentum p∗ > 1 GeV/c is required, the total charge in the event must
be equal to zero and the missing mass must be consistent with zero (m2miss <
0.5GeV2/c4). Events with charged or neutral kaons in the recoil B are removed
from consideration as well as B¯ → D∗+−ν¯ decays which are characterized by
the presence of slow π+.
We determine the ratio Ru of the B (B → Xu ν) to the total semileptonic
B decays rate as the number of B → Xu ν candidates with MX < 1.55 GeV/c2
(Nu) divided by the number of events with at least one charged lepton (Nsl)
and corrected for the selection eﬃciency ratio. The number Nu is extracted
from the MX distribution by a χ2 ﬁt to the sum of three contributions: the
signal, the background from B → Xc ν and the background from other sources
such as misidentiﬁed leptons, secondary τ and charm decays (see Fig. 6a). To
minimize the model dependence the ﬁrst bin covers the region up to MX =
1.55 GeV/c2. Nsl is derived from the ﬁt to mES distribution shown in Fig. 6b
where the signal peaks at B meson mass. The residual background in Nsl
from misidentiﬁed leptons and semileptonic charm decays is subtracted. Ru
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Figure 6: (a) The data (points) and ﬁt components (shaded histograms) of MX
distribution for B → Xν; (b) Fit to the mES distribution for the sample after
all requirements and with MX < 1.55 GeV/c2. The arrow indicates the lower
limit of the signal region.
is found to be equal to (2.06 ± 0.25stat ± 0.23sys ± 0.36th) 10−2 which gives
B (B → Xu ν) = (2.24 ± 0.27stat ± 0.26sys ± 0.39th) 10−3 when multiplied
with B → Xν branching fraction from ref. 10). The uncertainties given are
statistical, systematic (experimental plus signal and background modeling) and
theoretical, respectively. The details of the measurement can be found in ref. 7).
3.2 Determination of the |Vub| matrix element
Within the OPE framework |Vub| is estimated from the measurement of B (B →
Xu ν) as:
|Vub| = 0.00445 ·
√
B (b → uν)
0.002
1.55ps
τb
· (1± 0.056th) (6)
(see ref. 2)) where the uncertainty given does not include a possible con-
tribution from parton-hadron duality. Using the measurement of B (B →
Xu ν) given above we obtain 7) |Vub| = (4.62± 0.28stat ± 0.27sys ± 0.40MC ±
0.26th) 10−3, where the uncertainties are statistical, systematic, the uncertainty
in the signal eﬃciency and the extrapolation of Ru to the full MX range and
uncertainty from eq. 6. The result is consistent with previous inclusive mea-
surements 15), but based on a sample with larger phase-space acceptance and
higher purity.
4 Search for lepton flavor violating decays τ → 
Among other searches for physics beyond the Standard Model, BABAR has
performed studies of lepton ﬂavor violating tau decays τ →  ( = e, µ) using
the data sample of 91.5 fb−1. Even with the inclusion of neutrino oscillation
into the SM, the branching fractions of τ →  are expected to be of the order
of 10−14 16), while many SM extensions and SUSY theories predict values
comparable with modern experimental sensitivity 17).
In the analysis, the event is required to have 1-3 topology, i.e. 4 tracks
with net zero charge pointing towards a common region, with one track sepa-
rated from the others by at least 90o in the CM. All tracks on the 3-prong side
must be identiﬁed as a lepton, muon of electron, with invariant mass (mrec)
close to the mass of tau mτ = 1.777 and a measured energy in the CM (ECMrec )
equal to
√
s/2. The 6 modes under consideration are contaminated by QED
(Bhabha and di-muon), generic ττ and qq¯ events. The cuts to suppress these
backgrounds consist of a veto on the 1-prong lepton identiﬁcation, a cut on
the momentum of the 1-prong charged particle, on the angle between 1- and
3-prong momenta and cuts on the number of photon and Kaon candidates on
the 3-prong side as detailed in ref. 18). The selection eﬃciency for signal events
(ε) depends on the decay mode and varies from 7 to 12% as shown in Table 1.
The selected events are studied using ∆M = mrec−mτ and ∆E = ECMrec −
ECMbeam variables. The backgrounds remaining after selection have distinctive
distribution in the (∆M ,∆E) plane: qq¯ tend to populate the plane uniformly,
while QED backgrounds are restricted to a narrow band at positive values of
∆E, and ττ are restricted to negative values of both ∆M and ∆E. A negligible
two-photon background remains. The background rates for each decay mode
are estimated by ﬁtting a set of probability density functions (PDFs) to the
observed data in (∆M , ∆E) in the region surrounding a signal region (SB)
indicated with a box in Fig. 7. The parameters of the PDFs are determined
from MC and data control samples. The expected number of background events
in the SB is calculated from the PDFs and is compared with observed number
of events (see Table. 1).
No signal is observed in any decay mode (see Fig. 7) and an upper limit
on branching fractions (B 90UL) is estimated as:
B 90UL = N90UL/(2εNττ) (7)
Table 1: Eﬃciency estimates (ε), number of expected background events (Nbgd),
number of observed events (Nobs), and branching fraction upper limits for each
τ →  decay mode.
Decay mode e−e+e− µ+e−e− µ−e+e−
Eﬃciency [%] 7.3± 0.2 11.6± 0.4 7.7± 0.3
Nbgd 1.51± 0.11 0.37± 0.08 0.62± 0.10
Nobs 1 0 1
B 90UL 2.0× 10−7 1.1× 10−7 2.7× 10−7
Decay mode e+µ−µ− e−µ+µ− µ−µ+µ−
Eﬃciency [%] 9.8± 0.5 6.8± 0.4 6.7± 0.5
Nbgd 0.21± 0.07 0.39± 0.08 0.31± 0.09
Nobs 0 1 0
B 90UL 1.3× 10−7 3.3× 10−7 1.9× 10−7
where N90UL, Nττ are the 90% conﬁdence upper limit for the number of signal
events for the given mode and the number of ττ pairs, respectively. The N90UL
is estimated using Counsins, Highland method 19) which includes the esti-
mated systematic uncertainties on the signal eﬃciency (3-7%), on the expected
background (8-33%) and on the Nττ (2.4%).
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